YUKON SALMON SUB-COMMITTEE POSTSEASON MEETING
OCTOBER 14, 15, 16, 2020
MINUTES
VIRTUAL AND WESTMARK
DAY 1: Wednesday, October 14, 2020

PRESENT:

Al von Finster – YSSC Chair (VGG Nominee), Roger Alfred – YSSC Member (CYFN
Nominee), Stanley Njootli Sr. – YSSC Member (VGG Nominee), Carl Sidney – YSSC
Vice Chair (YFWMB Appointee), Tim Gerberding – YSSC Member (Government of
Canada Nominee), Michelle Dawson-Beattie – YSSC Member (YFWMB Appointee),
Dennis Zimmerman YSSC Member (Government of Canada Nominee), and Jason
Jim – YSSC 2nd Vice Chair (CAFN Nominee).

GUESTS:

Mary Jane Johnson (DKRRC), Larry Joe (CAFN), Jeremy Brammer (VGFN), Sebastien
Jones, Natasha Ayoub (TH), Martin Slama (LRRC), Erika Tizya (VGG), Cheyenne
Bradley (KDFN), and Karlie Knight (CTFN)

SUPPORT:

Elizabeth MacDonald (Executive Director),

MINUTE TAKER:

Sharon Kerr (CAH Services)

OPENING PRAYER Stanley Njootli (Gwitchin)

CALL TO ORDER AND AGENDA REVIEW/APPROVAL
Al von Finster reviewed the agenda. The following additions and amendments were identified:
•
•
•

Time Change – PSC Introduction (Tim Alpe) Moved from Day 3 to Day 2 at 2:30 pm;
Added – Land Use Planning to encamera discussion
Added – Review the Strategic Plan when time allows.
Motion 1 – YSSC accept the October 14, 15, 16, 2020 agenda as amended.
Moved by: Dennis Zimmerman
Seconded by: Roger Alfred
Passed by: Consensus

REVIEW AND APPROVAL OF PREVIOUS MINUTES & SUMMARY MINUTES
•

July 31 and August 10, 2020
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Minutes from July 31 and August 10, 2020 meeting were reviewed for approval.
Comments/Discussion:
•

Tim Gerberding requested clarification from the July 31, 2020 minutes regarding Rampart
Rapids Station. It was estimated that about 50 percent of the chinook were affected by Ich.
This is a high estimate. Is there additional information, estimates, verification, or
explanation?
• Al advised that there were none. This information would be provided at the postseason meeting in conjunction with the YRP meeting in early December. This is
something to pursue but there is a lot of uncertainty with COVID. We should contact
DFO and ADFG and request information at the post-season meeting.
• Elizabeth advised the observations were visual and it is unknown if samples were
sent for confirmation.
Motion 2 – YSSC accept the July 31, 2020 and August 10, 2020 minutes.
Moved by: Carl Sidney
Seconded by: Stanley Njootli
Passed by: Consensus

DISCUSSION ON MINUTES AND WHAT RECORDS YSSC WOULD LIKE TO KEEP
Audio files, include index
Elizabeth wanted to have clarification of the minutes that were to be prepared and what to
keep. There are questions regarding the type of minutes (summary minutes versus verbatim).
We have decided to keep the audio files and we need a storage option. CAH Services can
provide some options on how to index audio files. The recordings can be edited to remove
breaks and non-meeting conversations. Committee members discussed the following:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Four or five pages per day is appropriate. Summary minutes are preferred.
YSSC should save the audio files. The recordings can be edited to remove breaks and
non-meeting related discussion.
The board can contact the government archives to enquire if they want to take over the
storage of the meeting recordings. When YSSC moved from DFO’s building they brought
with them all the documents which included minutes. The UFA outlined an
administrative role for government but this was not upon. After this time they may not
want to take on this task.
In-camera discussions should not be part of the archiving process. This could require a
parallel storage system.
All members are on five-year terms. The Executive Director is the position that will
remain steady. They will be the one who will be using the system longer and will be able
to navigate through the history of the YSSC should there be a request or need.
The history of the different voices that are recorded is also something that may be
important. We may need releases from the previous members before playing audio in
public. Going forward, we can have something on the record about the recording and
get their approval to share. Elizabeth will add a line to the agenda informing the
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•

members/participants the meeting is being recorded and is part of the public record. It
will also be mention before the meeting in the morning and afternoon.
Those currently connected have no issues with being recorded and part of the public
record.

Action Item 1: Elizabeth will meet with CAH Services to discuss indexing meeting recordings.
Action Item 2: Elizabeth will add a line to all future agenda informing the participants the
meeting is being recorded and is part of the public record.

ADMINISTRATIVE AND FINANCIAL REVIEW
DFO Review
Due to COVID this has not been started by DFO, they will be looking at this in near future.
Budget
•
•
•

Current Budget Status (2020-2021) – Elizabeth reviewed the summary budget.
Planned Expenditures – Elizabeth reviewed the planned expenditures for the budget.
YRDFA Membership ($200 USD for Member)
• YRDFA is offering YSSC one non-voting member and an alternate. The cost is
approximately $200 USD per seat. Once the COVID pandemic is over there would be
additional travel costs to attend meetings.
• YSSC members support membership to YRDFA.
• YSSC will seeking funding for the chair and an alternate through YRP and DFO. Funding is
for membership fees, honorarium and travel.

Action Item 3: Nominate two members for YRDFA and pursue funding through DFO/YRP.
Side item – There is a new Tanana Chief chair that has just been elected.
•

There has been a new president or chair elected for the Tanana Chiefs. We should reach
out and congratulate the new chair.

Action Item 4: Write a letter to congratulate the new Tanana Chief chair and cc YRP Co Chairs,
YRDFA, and YRITFC.
Side item – Discussion on salmon habitat.
•
•
•
•

Tim asked about using some of the unused travel budget on local projects to avoid
having a large surplus at year end. Salmon habitat projects might be ideal.
Al the idea is good however, this would be a difficult project to undertake in the winter
time. The summer is when a project like this would be undertaken.
Members discussed the different approaches to the project taking into consideration
the time of year, location of creeks, the non-spawn creeks due to underground flows.
Carl Sidney nominates Al Von Finster and Tim Gerberding to work on a working group to
look at the salmon habitat. The other working group members would be Jason Jim and
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Stanley Njootli. Dennis Zimmerman can support the working group with
communications or graphic design, but he cannot take on the work.
Action Item 5 – Create a Habitat Working Group to create a systems map around habitat using
TK and science.
R&E Projects
•

Chum Food Angling Project 1 Year extension – Elizabeth asked for a 1-year extension and it
was granted. If they are not able to complete the project next year they will have to cancel
and apply again.
• Ed Exchange - Not submitting a proposal this year instead YRP Communication
Subcommittee will be submitting a plan for funding. YRPA and YSSC will assist the
committee. The next meeting will be a conference call with YRDFA, Andy Bassich, and
Elizabeth. They will work on a realistic plan that will be presented to the communication
subcommittee for endorsement, approval, and amendments, if needed. The plan will then
be presented to the panel with a budget.
Projects
Salmon Summit Planning Project
•
•
•
•
•

Originally Elizabeth was going to do an R&E proposal and ask for funding for
planning. After her meeting with the key players, everybody agreed funding was not
needed to start.
Stephanie, from the Yukon River Inter-Tribal Fish Commission is going to be the lead
on the Alaskan side and Elizabeth will be the lead on the Canadian side.
YRDFA/Serena will also participate.
There will be monthly meetings to review specific topics of interest during the
winter months. Through the summer, they will write funding proposals to host a
summit in 2022.
Elizabeth is waiting for Stephanie to respond, she will try and reach out to get
started and possibly hold the first meeting in November or December.
The invitation is completed and will be sent to the First Nation governments, Fish
and Game Association and other groups like Yukon Conservation Society.

World Fish Migration Day Video - partnering with YFWMB
•
•

This project will be completed next week.
There are numerous video clips submitted from various people. Steve Hossack
(YFWMB) will put together a video which we hope to launch on October 24, 2020.

Membership
•
•

Yukon River Member-nomination —There was a nomination and now we are waiting for an
appointment.
Alsek River Member term expiry (Oct 20) Ed Long – Ed Long’s term will end on October 20,
2020. We’re not sure if Ed will apply again. He will still be the Transboundary Panel
Alternate.
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CORRESPONDENCE & NEWS
Members discussed the correspondence included in the agenda attachment.
DFO Minister
•

Yukon River Recommendations sent to DFO Minister in the spring – Elizabeth advised there
is no response yet. Member agree to send a gentle reminder.

Action Item 6 – Elizabeth will send a reminder email to the Minister of DFO on Yukon River
Recommendations.
Future Correspondence
These were action items from the last meeting. The letters were drafted by Tim, Al and
Elizabeth they will be reviewed and finalized to be sent out following this meeting. Drafts have
been sent to the members.
•

Finalize response to CIRNA Minister RE YRP Honorariums – Members agree to send letter.

Action Item 7: Send response to CIRNA Minister Re: YRP Honorariums.
•

Response to Minister RE 15% carry over • YSSC wrote a letter and said they want to be able to carry 15% of their budget over
every single year.
• The Minister replied saying that in the contribution agreement, YSSC can carryover
any amount between a contribution agreement. However no funds can be carried
between contribution agreements (5 years currently). At the end of the agreement
the budget must be spent.
• Without the ability to carry funds over at the end of the final year of the agreement
we would have to wait five to six weeks for the new funding. We can't operate for
that length of time without funds.
• The members agree to send the letter.

Action Item 8: Elizabeth will finalize and send the letter regarding the 15 percent carryover.
•

Parties request increased funds – Similar letter to parties funding renewal, funding
adequacy, request immediate funding increase
• Increase funding letter has not been drafted but was to be finalized at this meeting.
Elizabeth had some questions.
• The question to the members is: Do we want to send a letter to request an increase
in funding? DFO and CIRNA is asking us to wait until 2022.
• Member agree to sending in the letter now and not wait until 2022.

Action Item 9: Elizabeth will send a letter requesting increasing in funding to the parties.
•

Artic Region Letter.
• Al edited the letter this morning. Copies will be sent to the members for edits.
Action Item 10: The Arctic Region letter will be resent to members before finalization.
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MEETING UPDATES:
Elizabeth provided an update. The list of meetings was included in the agenda attachment.
Yukon River/Yukon River Panel:
•

In-season DFO/FN/YSSC Calls (Various dates & participants)
o A letter regarding traditional knowledge should be sent to the technical committee.
o A letter requesting traditional knowledge participation should be sent to Steve
Smith.
o A letter thanking Serena for her work should be drafted.

Action Item 11: Draft a letter to both JTC co-chairs and ask them to include TK on both sides of
the border. CC YFN Chief & Councils, and CYFN.
Action Item 12: Draft an email to Serena to thank her for her work and assistance.
Upcoming Meetings
Elizabeth provided an overview of upcoming meetings.
•

DFO/FN/YSSC Teleconference Oct 28 at 1:30.
o Meeting should be going ahead. Elizabeth will send out information.

YSSC Strategic Plan 2020-2025
Elizabeth provided an update the YSSC on the Strategic Plan and she reviewed the YSSC
strategic brochure. There was a general discussion regarding amendments and additions.
•

Elizabeth will forward the suggested changes and pictures to Natasha to implement the
suggested changes.

Business with COVID-19
Elizabeth provided an update. Members were asked to provide feedback on how meetings have
been conducted during the COVID-19 pandemic.
•
•
•
•

While virtual meetings are dislike by most people, they do offer a great alternative for
people to participate without travel or from the comfort of their homes.
Members expressed their desire to continue offering a virtual option
On-going action items should be added to the report card.
Meetings will open with a prayer each day and the entire meeting will close with prayer.

Action Item 13: Add Working Groups to the Report Card.

Meeting Adjourned at 2:28 p.m.
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DAY 2: Thursday October 15, 2020

PRESENT:

Al von Finster – YSSC Chair (VGG Nominee), Roger Alfred – YSSC Member (CYFN
Nominee), Stanley Njootli Sr. – YSSC Member (VGG Nominee), Carl Sidney – YSSC
Vice Chair (YFWMB Appointee), Tim Gerberding – YSSC Member (Government of
Canada Nominee), Michelle Dawson-Beattie – YSSC Member (YFWMB Appointee),
Dennis Zimmerman YSSC Member (Government of Canada Nominee), and Jason
Jim – YSSC 2nd Vice Chair (CAFN Nominee).

GUEST:

Pat Winfield, Larry Joe (CAFN), Kristina Beckman (TKC), Jeremy Bremmer (VGG),
Pauly Sias (DKRRC), Sandy Johnson (DKRRC), Louis Bouvier (DKRRC), Karlie Knight
(CTFN), Karen Dunmall (DFO), Cheyenne Bradley (KDFN), Gillian Rourke (TTC),
Sonny Parker, Sabastian Jones, Natasha Ayoub (TH), Erika Tizya (VGG), Martin
Slama (LRRC), Anne-Marie DaSilva, Harvey Jessup, James MacDonald, Walter
Brennan, David Lord, Jason van Fleet (NYRRC), Ellie Marcotte (SFN), Bill Waugh
(DFO), Don Toews, Karen Dunmall (DFO), and Tom Alpe (PSC).

SUPPORT:

Elizabeth MacDonald (Executive Director)

Minute Taker: Sharon Kerr (CAH Services)

OPENING PRAYER: Roger Alfred (Northern Tutchone)
Yukon River Salmon Post Season
•
•
•

Chinook
Chum
Coho

Elizabeth presented the Yukon River Salmon Update (available by PowerPoint).
•

•
•
•

Sebastian Jones posted a link to an ADF&G report The Chinook Salmon Research
Initiative and Alaska’s Subsistence Fisheries: What Did we learn? This report examined
subsistence fishing across Alaska, including the Yukon River. The study was small and
with financial constraints ADF&G would not have the resources to do a wider study.
We need to have accurate number in order to manage the harvest on both sides of the
border. We can’t manage the salmon with knowing how many are being caught, in a
timely fashion.
On the conference calls, DFO needs to be really engaged and taking in local knowledge,
science, and incorporating it into their reports. Maybe we have to be very specific and
ask for a traditional knowledge or local knowledge report, as part of their briefing.
It would be good to have more staff on the calls so that they have a range of knowledge
to assist those that don’t know about TK or what is happening.
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YSSC presented Harvey Jessup with a gift certificate and card thanking him for his many years as
part of YSSC. Harvey thanked the members of the YSSC for their hard work and for the privilege
of working with them.

Alsek River Salmon Postseason (DFO: Bill Waugh)
• Chinook
• Sockeye
• Coho
Bill presented the Alsek River 2020 Late Season Salmon Stock Assessment and Fishery
Management Update (available by PowerPoint). There was an opportunity for questions and
answers, but there was no follow-up or action items as a result.
• Clarification was provided around the angling fishery (angling closure), FN BNAs, and the
level of effort for coho this past weekend.
• Currently there are no plans to open other areas to angling to target coho, but this is
being discussed.
Arctic Salmon (DFO: Dr. Karen Dunmall)
Dr. Karen Dunmall provided an overview of her background and reviewed Invasion of
Opportunity: Are Salmon The New Char of the Arctic? (available by Power Point). There was an
opportunity for questions and answers, but there was no follow-up or action items as a result.
• Karen explained that salmon are becoming more frequent along the north. In 2019 a lot
of salmon were reported in FN catches, much less so in 2020 (likely due to decreased
productivity seen else where).
• Native chum in the Mackenzie from a historic migration from the Pelly (Pelly was
connected to the Mackenzie due to glacier)
• Most salmon caught are from Russia
• More aggressive than Char
• Looking at locations that would support spawning and will continue this work in the
future
• Mostly capturing chum and pink, but also sockeye (all in relatively small numbers, but
increasing)
PSC Introduction (Tom Alpe)
Tom is the new Manager of the Restoration and Enhancement Fund of PSC (Pacific Salmon
Commission). He provided a brief background and his responsibilities with PSC.
Different members of the YSSC welcomed Tom to his new position. YSSC looks forward to
working with him in the future.
Traditional Knowledge Working Group Update
Elizabeth presented the Traditional Knowledge Working Group Update (available by
PowerPoint).
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•
•
•
•

Members discussed the next steps moving forward with the TK working group.
There is an individual from Ontario that Carl reached out to and they may try and get
him to provide some ideas for direction on YSSC TK process.
They will check with Yukon University, Carlton University, and FNNND on their research
on TK.
Joe Copper Jack is also working on TK initiative and has started a working group with
Yukon First Nations. May see if there is some collaboration.

Plans for Yukon River Panel & Transboundary Panel Processes
There may be some prep meetings in December for the upcoming meetings in January. For the
Yukon River Panel there is an upcoming meeting the week of January 25, 2021. This will be a
virtual meeting and the agenda will be condensed. The Transboundary Panel will also have a
virtual meeting January 15, 2020. A webinar will follow in February. The meeting information
has been updated on the respective websites.
Meeting adjourned at 3:35 p.m.
DAY 3: Friday October 16, 2020

PRESENT:

Al von Finster – YSSC Chair (VGG Nominee), Roger Alfred – YSSC Member (CYFN
Nominee), Stanley Njootli Sr. – YSSC Member (VGG Nominee), Carl Sidney – YSSC
Vice Chair (YFWMB Appointee), Tim Gerberding – YSSC Member (Government of
Canada Nominee), Dennis Zimmerman YSSC Member (Government of Canada
Nominee), and Jason Jim – YSSC 2nd Vice Chair (CAFN Nominee).

GUEST:

Pat Winfield, Larry Joe, Kristina Beckman (TKC), Jeremy Bremmer, Pauly Sias
(DKRRC), Sandy Johnson (DKRRC), Louis Bouvier (DKRRC), Karlie Knight (CTFN),
Cheyenne Bradley (KDFN), Gillian Rourke (TTC), Sonny Parker, Sabastian Jones,
Natasha Ayoub, Dan Keyi, Erika Tizya, Martin Slama, Anne-Marie DaSilva, Harvey
Jessup, Walter Brennan, Jeska Gagnon (DFO Whitehorse), Larry Joe (CAFN),
Gabrielle Pang (DFO), Walter Brennan Pauline Sias (DCRRC), Sandy Johnson
(DCRRC), Louis Bouvier (DCRRC), Pat Winfield (CMRRC), Cathy Merkel (DFO),
Kristina Beckman, Sebastian Jones, Cheyenne Bradley, Jeremy Brammer, Natasha
Ayoub (TH), Deb Fulmer (DFO), James MacDonald, and Brandy Mayes (KDFN).

SUPPORT:

Elizabeth MacDonald (Executive Director), Sharon Kerr (Minute Taker, CAH
Services)

OPENING PRAYER: Carl Sidney

Introduction to FFHPP Operations (DFO)
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•

Summary of salmon habitat management

Jeska Gagnon, Cathy Merkel, and Gabrielle Pang presented a summary of salmon habitat
management (available by PowerPoint)
Comments/Discussion:
•
•
•
•

There was no recognition of the YSSC’s role in respect to salmon management. YSSC is
charged under the UFA with being the primary of salmon management. YSSC intervenes
in the salmon habitat management, even though the UFA is not clear around this role.
Chinook initiatives are a priority for DFO. DFO will be looking at building a work plan
with an integrated working group.
Members discussed integrating TK working group with the chinook initiative.
YSSC and DFO will continue to engage and develop a working relationship in regards to
salmon habitat

AAROM Update
Dennis Zimmerman (Big Fish Little Fish) and Deb Fulmer (DFO) presented Proposed Yukon
AAROM Program (available by PowerPoint). There was an opportunity for questions and
answers, but there was no follow-up or action items as a result.
• AAROM team (Dennis, Deb and Ed Shultz from CYFN) are working with Yukon FNs to
develop what an AAROM body would look like in the Yukon.
• Current focus will be Yukon salmon, but this could be expanded to include other fish in
the future
• Determining if AAROM should be part of CYFN, another entity or a stand-alone group
• Currently at a critical time as they are just forming a working group to develop the plan
to present to DFO
Review the Tasks from the Traditional Knowledge working group update
This was a recap from what was covered in day 2.
Survey Results & Discussion
Elizabeth presented the Yukon Salmon Survey for 2020 (This is available by PowerPoint)
Comments/Discussion:
•

Members discussed the use of the term “subsistence” and how Alaskans use the term
and the way it can draw a different meaning.

Elizabeth will contact the winner of the draw from the survey and pass on the prize.
Action Item 14: Define the word subsistence for use in each document so that the definition is
clear and people will know what we mean when we use the word subsistence.
YSSC Report Card – Action Items from the last meeting
Elizabeth reviewed the report card removing completed items
YSSC Meeting Action Items 2019-20
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Meeting

Action
Item

September 17
2020
September 7
2020
August 10 2020

1

August 10 2020

2

August 10 2020

3

August 10 2020
August 10 2020

4
5

August 10 2020

6

August 10 2020

7

August 10 2020

8

August 10 2020

9

August 10 2020
August 10 2020
July 31 2020

10
11
1

July 31 2020
February 2020
February 2020

2
5
8

February 2020

10

October 2019

-

May 2019

Strategic
Plan
6
7

May 2019
May 2019

-

Description

Completed

Recommend FNs request citizens to stop fishing fall chum. Follow up with a
press release
Recommend FNs additional conservation for fall chum. Follow up with a
press release
Tim to draft letter RE YRP Honoraria rates stating not solely DFO’s
responsibility to CIRNA Minister CC DFO & IRS Ministers, finalize at next
meeting
Respond to Minister RE letter saying no 15% carryover between CAs, finalize
at the next meeting
Letter to all Parties requesting funding increase as their recommendations
were accepted, finalize at the next meeting
Host a YSSC meeting October 14 to 17
Al will draft a letter to not include Yukon in the Arctic Region (website does
include Yukon)
Al will draft a letter to Mineral Development Strategy asking for an extension
to look at their submissions
Re-start the TK work as it could be a considerable time before we can meet
in person
Letter recommending FNs stop fishing Chinook on the Yukon River and
tributaries to be sent today or tomorrow. Follow up with a Press Release
Email Communication Subcommittee Co-Chairs & CC Tom that YSSC won’t
submit Ed Ex proposal as it is a YRP project but will still participate at the
discretion of the subcommittee
Submit RE proposal to plan a Salmon Summit in 2022
Card of condolence for Pete Hagen
Tim draft recommend FNs take additional conservation measures, if not
already done. Follow up with a press release
Next meeting in person on August 10
Participate in CYFN TK Workshop
Ask Jeska/DFO to provide presentation on the new habitat section and what
they are doing, including a summary of salmon habitat
-include YG’s Yukon Mineral Development Strategy
YR Salmon Summit, discuss with Alaskans in April to develop partnerships

✓

Meet with Larry Bagnell and Pat Duncan RE Arctic Region

✓

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

Changed
No response
✓
✓
Post pone
✓

Replaced AI 10,
Aug 10
Follow up after
letter

Write letter to RDG requesting a seat on the TBR Panel
Letter to DFO RE Not including Yukon in Arctic Region CC Bagnall & Duncan
Letter to parties requesting direction to resolve confidentiality clauses and
conflicting opinions YG/Feds/FN/CYFN
- address with parallel recommendations and ‘What we Heard’

Changed
Removed, as
addressed by
parallel
recommendations

Completed/Removed
July 31 2020
June 02 2020

2
1

July 31 2020

1

June 02 2020

2

February 2020

1

Host an in-person (for YSSC) meeting August 10
Tim draft additional paragraph requesting funding increase prior to the
review
Send recommendation to FNs asking for additional conservation measures in
the Chinook fishery to assist with meeting the spawning escapement goal by
end of day. Follow up with media
Send YRP Honoraria Letter to Minister on behalf of all YRP Members and CC
all YRP Members
Get minutes 1 month after the meeting
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February 2020

2

February 2020
February 2020
February 2020
February 2020
February 2020
February 2020
October 2019

3
4
6
7
9
11
-

March 2019

6

May 2019

3

Recommendation to the Minister for prompt payment of YRP honorariums
or other payment method CC TBP, Larry Bagnall, Chiefs, CYFN, AFN
Include radiation studies on the website
Recommend Bering Cisco remain as Data Deficient
Create a TK Working Group
Host a FN teleconference call prior to YRP, invite FNs and DFO
Check with Jennifer before initiating an Alsek Drainage Working Group
Respond to Minister’s letter RE funding increase
Letter to Minister recommend faster JTC review of Spawning Escapement
goal for Chinook (priority)
Elizabeth can start on the Strategic Plan project and look to have something
in early 2020.
Letter to the Minister recommending the revision of the Chinook matrix
before the ‘numbers’

Replaced with
June 02 AI #2
✓
✓
✓
Canceled
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Review and Discussion of Meeting
Successes and Improvements
• The time allowed to discuss items on the agenda needs to be adjusted so the
presentations are not cut short or the presenters are not kept waiting.
• The meeting with ZOOM has been really good. We are getting more used to the ideas.
• We need to have a document to help those connect on ZOOM and by the phone.
Elizabeth will try and make up a sheet to help with connections.
• In-person meetings are really valuable as your able to be engaged in the meeting.
In planning for next meeting, there will be a discussion about timing and the Yukon River DFO
consideration.
Closing Prayer Stanley Njootli (In Gwitchin)
IN-CAMERA SESSION (From 3:40 p.m.)
No minutes recorded but a last action item was added.
Action Item 15: Tim and Al will develop a submission for Land Use Planning for Dawson. This
will be used as a template for future land use planning.
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YUKON SALMON SUB-COMMITTEE FALL MEETING
OCTOBER 14, 15, 16, 2020
Action Items
ACTION ITEM 1 – Elizabeth will meet with CAH Services to discuss indexing meeting recordings.
ACTION ITEM 2 – Elizabeth will add a line to all future agenda informing the participants the
meeting is being recorded and is part of the public record.
ACTION ITEM 3 – Nominate two members for YRDFA and pursue funding through DFO/YRP.
ACTION ITEM 4 – Write a letter to congratulate the new Tanana Chief chair and cc YRP CoChairs, YRDFA, and YRITFC.
ACTION ITEM 5 – Create a Habitat Working Group to create a systems map around habitat
using TK and science.
ACTION ITEM 6 – Elizabeth will send a reminder email to the Minister of DFO on Yukon River
Recommendations.
ACTION ITEM 7 – Send response to CIRNA Minister Re: YRP Honorariums.
ACTION ITEM 8 – Elizabeth will finalize and send the letter regarding the 15 percent carryover.
ACTION ITEM 9 – Elizabeth will send a letter requesting increasing in funding to the parties.
ACTION ITEM 10 – The Arctic Region letter will be resent to members before finalization.
ACTION ITEM 11: Draft a letter to both JTC co-chairs and ask them to include TK on both sides
of the border. CC YFN Chief & Councils, and CYFN.
ACTION ITEM 12: Draft an email to Serena to thank her for her work and assistance.
ACTION ITEM 13: Add Working Groups to the Report Card.
ACTION ITEM 14: Define the word subsistence for use in each document so that the definition
is clear and people will know what we mean when we use the word subsistence.
ACTION ITEM 15: Tim and Al will develop a submission for Land Use Planning for Dawson. This
will be used as a template for future land use planning.
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